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Presenter: Laurie Klose, Writing Team Leader
Focus of the Standard Revision Process

- Create a useful document that includes aspirational themes, guiding principles and enforceable standards that protect the public by upholding professional ideals for practice.
Ethics Standards Revision Writing Team

- Dana Boccio
- John Garruto
- Susan Jacob
- Laurie Klose (Team Lead)
- Barbara Williams
Evolution of the Revision Process

- Extensive, thoughtful feedback has helped shape our understanding of what is imperative to the profession and to what we must attend to ensure that all consumers of school psychological services receive services that are in line with our professional ideals
General Revisions

- No dramatic changes
- Improved clarity
- Each aspirational theme, guiding principle and enforceable standard has a title
- Creation of specific topic index
Special Areas of Consideration

- Enhanced focus on social justice
- Social media and public discourse
- Implications of technology
- Self-care as related to professional practice
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